Away Meets and Camps
International Meets and Selection Criteria
The selection criteria for international meets is at this link on the SNZ web site

Camps and Away Meets
Planning is usually underway early for future training camps and away meets. Updates
on camps information will be provided as details are available and parents wanting to
assist with the planning or management at these events should email the club
administrator. Each year the coaches and committee will establish criteria for invitation
to these events.
Consistent with Swimming NZ policies, all mangers at camps and away meets will be
subject to police vetting checks.
All parents and swimmers will be required to read, understand, and sign an additional
code of conduct document for the particular event they are attending, which should be
read in conjunction with the existing United and SNZ Codes of Conduct. These
documents will also outline the consequences of not meeting the appropriate standard
of conduct whilst away with United.

Costs
The club's policy for away meets and camps is that all costs are divided among the
swimmers that make a commitment and/or a payment to attend the away meet or
camp.
All funds paid towards the away meet or camp should be considered to be nonrefundable unless any particular deposit or payment is specified to be
refundable. Where a swimmer withdraws their commitment to attend an away meet or a
camp, the club will use best endeavours to obtain a refund from the providers it has
made commitments and/or payments to and any refund will only be to the extent that
this does not increase the cost to other swimmers attending. Where a swimmer
withdraws from an away meet or camp, the club will deduct an administration fee of $75
from any refund, unless the swimmer provides a medical certificate for the withdrawal,
or the Committee determines that there are exceptional circumstances.
An initial estimate of the costs will be made for the purpose of collecting money towards
the away meets costs. A final analysis of the costs incurred will be submitted to the
families in due course after the event takes place and after all costs are finalised
(sometimes this can take some time). If there is a refund due to families, this may be
refunded or credited against future fees.

